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1. Introduction

Two fuel behaviour codes have been applied extensively to fast reactor

problems; SLEUTH developed at Springfields Nuclear Laboratory and FRUMP at

A.E.R.E. Harwell. Other U.K.A.E.A. Establishments and those of the C.E.G.B.

have contributed work which, as will be seen below, has been important 1n model

development. The codes themselves are available for use by the various

organisations concerned with fast reactors.

The SLEUTH fuel pin endurance code was originally developed to define a

programme of power cycling and power ramp experiments in Advanced Gas Cooled

Reactors (AGR's) where, because of the very soft cladding, pellet clad inter-

action is severe^1K The code was required to define accelerated test conditions,

to generalise from the observed endurance to that under other power histories

and to select for investigation the most significant design, material and

operational variables. The weak clad and low coolant pressure combine to make

fission gas swelling a major contributor to clad deformation while the high

clad ductility renders the distribution of strain readily observable. This has

led to a detailed study of strain concentrations using the SEER code. SLEUTH

and SEER have subsequently been used to specify power cycling and power ramp \\2

experiments in water cooled, fast and materials testing reactors with the aim

of developing a unified quantitative model of pellet-clad Interaction whatever

the reactor system.

The FRUMP fuel behaviour code was developed specifically for the inter-

pretation of fast reactor fuel pin behaviour. Experience with earlier models

was valuable in its development. Originally the model was developed to describe

behaviour during normal operation^ ', but subsequently the code has been used

extensively in the field of accident studies. Much of the effort in FRUMP

development has been devoted to the production of physical models of the various

effects of irradiation and the temperature gradients on the structure of the

fuel and clad' '. Each process is modelled as well as is permitted by current

knowledge and the limitations of computing costs. Each sub-model has a form

which reflects the underlying mechanisms, where quantities are unknown values

are assigned sem1-empirically, I.e. coefficients represent physical parameters

but are fitted to experimental data. Hopefully this allows for more realistic

interpolation of results and to some extent extrapolation.

In the next section the physical models used in the codes are described in

detail and in the following the various applications of the codes are given.

2. Physical Model Development

SLEUTH and FRUMP share with many other codes the aim of calculating the

thermal and mechanical state of a fuel pin as the resultant of elementary

physical processes which can be measured Independently, basically conduction, <o

expansivity, elasticity, creep and plasticity. Divergences develop in the
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modelling of more complex processes particularly fission gas swelling and

release, neutron induced voidage swelling and fuel restructuring; these are

discussed in detail below.

By suitable division of the complex irradiation history into numerous time

steps and the pin geometry into several axial zones, each subdivided into

multiple annuli, the codes can represent the continuous variations of material

properties or operating conditions to any desired accuracy. SLEUTH determines

the appropriate pin state by an iterative method using a marching procedure

through the annuli. FRUMP uses a finite difference method in which time

dependent processes are treated using a Crank-Nicholson approach. The errors

are continuously monitored and the time steps are automatically chosen to a

pre-determined criterion' '. Crack strains on planes normal to the e and Z

directions are calculated when the fracture stress is exceeded^ '.

The codes are still inadequate in relating the calculated clad stress and

strain history to fracture and pin failure. It is clear that a simple

ductility limit is inadequate for all straining conditions, as is any single

damage parameter. The solution is probably to calculate a cumulative damage

parameter for each deformational mode on a strain rate-temperature map,

allowing for material interaction, together with an allowance for chemical

embrittlement more sophisticated than simple wastage. A deeper understanding

of deformation and failure is required before such a treatment is possible.

2.1 Fission Gas Swelling and Release

Models for fission gas behaviour are undergoing continuous development,

which is aided by experimental work in support of both the thermal and fast

reactor projects. In particular transmission electron microscope studies on

intragranular bubble have recently been extended to include fuels irradiated at

fast reactor ratings. The work on both thermal and fast reactor fuel has ]

recently been reviewed by Baker^ '. The principal observations were that the

fission fragment resolution process ensures that intragranular gas bubbles are

small (>3 nm diameter) and although they have high concentrations (up to

1.5 x 10 2 4 m"3) they contribute less than \% swelling and contain ^20% of the

intragranular gas in the thermal reactor case and <S% of the gas in the fast

reactor case. Annealing experiments both within the electron microscope and in

bulk specimens indicate that these small intragranular bubbles are immobile

below temperatures of 1700°C, but above this temperature bubble migration in

the fuel temperature gradient may be an important gas release mechanisnr '.

These results have been an important factor in the development of fission gas

models, such as the hierarchical model of Wood and Hayns^ '.

Our understanding of gas behaviour on grain-boundaries has also improved

due to detailed theoretical work by Tucker. This work may be split into two

parts that on grain face bubbles and that on grain edge bubbles. Studies of

the motion and growth of grain face bubbles has explained several observed

phenomena and has clarified the release process to the grain edges^ '. Face

bubbles are observed to be uniformly spaced and sized. This is due to bubbles

migrating preferentially away from adjacent bubbles into unoccupied space and

accelerated growth of small bubbles surrounded by regions of unoccupied grain

boundary. At high burnup bubbles coalesce by overlapping. The pores

resulting from coalescence are hindered from attaining the equilibrium len-

ticular shape because of the limitations of grain boundary diffusion. The

work on grain edge porosity has resulted in a simplified treatment of the

geometry of the pores in terms of a toroidal configuration' '. It has also

been recognised that there is an important interaction between growing face



bubbles and the grain edge pores in addition to the effects of coalescence

between grain face bubble and edge tunnels. A model for the growth grain edge

porosity including all these effects has been constructed^ '. These last devel-

opments have not yet been incorporated into the fuel behaviour codes, but it

is expected that they will significantly influence their development.

In the FRUMP code intragranular gas movement to the grain boundary in the

unrestructured and equiaxed regions is calculated by solving the diffusion

equation for a spherical grain using a five point finite-difference technique.

The present version of the code uses an effective gas diffusion coefficient to

account for the effect of intragranular bubbles, but a simplified treatment of

the Wood-Hayns model is available and has been used in specific calculations.

In the columnar grain region gas is thought to move predominately by biased

migration of bubbles in the temperature gradient^ '. A model for this exists

but is not implemented, because in practice it is found sufficient to assume

in this regime that all the gas is released to the grain boundaries. This does

not lead to great inaccuracies as the total fraction of gas involved is small

and the release high.

The FRUMP grain boundary gas model must be considered as still in course

of development. Despite this, in its present form it is proving useful and

has increased our understanding of the role of grain boundary bubble swelling

in fuel pin diameter changes and the early stages of gas release. The grain

face bubbles are modelled as lenticular cavities, normally as equilibrium

bubbles, but on power changes the equilibration of the vacancy content of the

bubbles is calculated using the Speight and Beere* theory of grain boundary

cavities* ' '. The growth of grain edge bubbles is assumed to be similar to

that for grain face bubbles and in this respect does not yet conform with the

most recent theory of Tucker(9). The swelling is calculated using values of

the grain face and grain edge bubble concentrations, which are fixed to averages
TO ,O C "I

of observed bubble distributions (10 m and 10 m respectively). To allow

gas release to proceed smoothly a percolation treatment by Brailsford* ' has

been adapted by Hayns for use in the model, e.g. the release of gas from

grain face bubbles to the grain edges is given by:

Rf = Rf0Cl - exp(-as/(sf - s))]
3 / 2 (1)

where Rf is the fractional release to edges, R- is the fractional release from

the grains to the faces, s is the instantaneous swelling due to grain face

bubbles and s^ is the saturation swelling of grain face bubbles.

SLEUTH assumes that the migration of the uniformity generated fission gas

to the grain boundaries can be represented by a simple diffusion process with

a measurable diffusion coefficient that depends on temperature and rating. At

the grain boundaries the gas forms an array of bubbles whose spacing is an

input constant and whose equilibrium size is determined by the balance of gas

pressure with the surface tension and restraining pressure. Varying power

operation changes the local stress distribution and the bubble size responds

at a rate determined by stress directed grain boundary self diffusion through

the Hull and Rimmer mechanism" '. Thus within a certain temperature range

the fuel is a highly compressible mixture of oxide grains interspersed with

entrapped gas.

As the amount of gas continually increases the grain boundary bubbles

eventually interlink releasing gas to the pin voidage. This model and that

used in the UKAEA's gas release code MINIPAT are closely related^ 5); the

main differences being that MINIPAT appeals to a resolution mechanism to

restore gas to the fuel grains whereas SLEUTH can hold larger quantities of

gas in the grain boundaries on account of the restraining pressure on the

bubbles generally being much higher than the coolant pressure. Neither model



takes account of bubble migration in the grain growth region but they represent

adequately the virtually complete release of fission gas and the much reduced

magnitude of fission gas swelling there.

2.2 Neutron Induced Voidage Swelling

In both SLEUTH and FRUMP the primary means of calculating clad swelling

are swelling rules; empirical correlations based on DFR data and updated as the

data-base is increased. Several problems have been found with this approach.

The internal stresses calculated for the clad from the dilation variation across

the clad thickness are to some extent unreliable, for although the swelling

rules give the dependence on temperature they are based on macroscopic measure-

ments and neglect the effect of stress. For this reason a frequently used

option is to use a mean swelling for particular clad positions calculated from

the clad mid-wall temperature.

A start has been made on a more mechanistic approach which has allowed

stress effects and the effect of temperature changes to be accounted for. This

is based on the Brailsford and Bullough rate theory^16). Hayns has developed

a treatment for cold worked steel based on an approximation for high dislocation

density"7^. The growth of voids is described by the rate of change of

,,2 ,2

where rc is void radius, Cc the void concentration, K is the displacement dose

rate, e the fraction of vacancies collapsing into vacancy loops, D s is the

self-diffusion coefficient, y the surface energy, Q the atomic volume, a., is

the hydrostatic stress, k Boltzmann's constant and T the absolute temperature.

The gas pressure in the bubbles is given by:

(3)

where Gc is the amount of helium produced within grains. The various sink

strengths are:

4 " 4*rcCc (1 + kvkvD " W kiD = W

kvc rc>' kv = kvD + kvc = k2 + k2
KiD + Kic

where p D is the dislocation density, zy and zi fix the dislocation bias for

interstitials. An option is now incorporated in FRUMP which models the stress

free and stress dependent swelling of cold-worked 316 steel by integrating

eq.(2) numerically. Expressions for C and p D as functions of temperature are

correlated with electron microscopic observations and e and Sz = (z.-zv)/z

are used as fitting parameters. The main features of clad swelling are

described in this way. An example of the use of this model has recently been

given by Hayns' '.

An improvement to the method has recently been suggested, based on

neglecting the interactive terms in the cavity sink strengths when the voids

are small and may be considered as gas bubbles' '. The gas bubbles are

treated as equilibrium gas bubbles until they reach a critical size:

c 3[(6z-e)KkT+D5 aH Si
(4)

Pg = r* Cc ft

In this way the time consuming early stages of the calculation are omitted.

The treatment of the effect of temperature changes on the swelling rate

is more complex. The effect of void sintering is accounted for in eq. (2) and

this is important when considering temperature increments. The main difficulty

is when the temperature is decreased. The void concentration developed during

irradiation at high temperature is much lower than that which would be typical

of lower temperatures. After a temperature reduction a new population of voids

will nucleate from helium bubbles below the critical size for void growth.



Hayns has extended his simplified treatment of cold worked 316 steel to allow

two or more populations of voids to be treated^ '. This new model has yet to

be included in FRUMP, but an algorithm has been devised and will be fitted when

the demand arises.

2.3 Restructuring

The FRUMP code contains several models for the description of restructuring

processes, and some aspects of restructuring may be accounted for in SLEUTH

by making appropriate assumptions on the fuel configuration. Experience has

shown that restructuring effects are of secondary importance in determining

clad strains and gas release but are important in determining fuel temperature

at.high rating early in life.

Fuel centre temperatures calculated for stoichiometric fuel and hypo-

stoichiometric fuel differ by 300-400°C, because of the reduction in fuel

thermal conductivity on disordering the lattice. If radial thermo-migration of

oxygen is accounted for the fuel centre temperature is lowered by a few tens of

°C for a mean fuel oxygen to metal ratio of 1.98. In FRUMP the radial oxygen

distribution is calculated from the expression

In x = lnA - Q/RT (5)

where A is eliminated in satisfying the mean oxygen concentration, x is the

local deviation from stoichiometry and Q is an effective heat of transport

assumed to be constant. There is scope for improvement in this representation,

such as using the cluster model of Norris^ '. It is also planned to include

axial oxygen transport in the near future, as recent work by Norris and

Simpson has shown that this is important^ '.

The redistribution of porosity, the formation of columnar grains and the

development of the fuel central void are described in FRUMP by following the .

migration of lenticular pores in the fuel temperature gradient. Two treatments

are used in the code to determine the pore velocities. In the case of U0 2 + ]]

fuel the pore velocity by evaporation and condensation is calculated using an

expression derived by Clement and values for the oxide vapour pressure as a

function of 0/M and temperature('. For mixed oxide fuel Clement and Finnis

found that local redistribution of both oxygen and plutonium around the pores

had to be accounted for if accurate pore velocities were to be predicted' '.

Surprisingly the resulting velocities were very insensitive to the bulk 0/M and

Pu contents, which allows a simple expression for pore velocity fitted to the

theory to be used in FRUMP. This treatment also allows Pu redistribution in

association with the pore migration to be estimated. For a complete treatment

the thermo-diffusion of Pu should also be calculated at the same time. This

has not been incorporated into FRUMP yet, because of the lack of adequate data

on Pu diffusion and heat transport in hypostoichiometric oxide. To return to

the subject of migration of lenticular pores; the pore velocities are modified

to account for diffusion of vapour through gases filling the pores. In this

way the termination of columnar grain formation by contamination of the pores

with fission gas may be described. A simple treatment of this is included in

the FRUMP model, but further development is necessary.

An area related to pore migration is the healing of cracks early in pin

life. Lenticular pores are seen to originate from crack tips during the early

stages of restructuring. Pellet fuels often show blunt cracks extending from

the fuel surface to the columnar grain radius. Clement has been able to explain

this phenomenon in terms of the growth of irregularities on crack surfaces by

evaporation and condensation^25'. This approach has been used in FRUMP giving

good correlations with observed crack root radii and widths^ '.

SLEUTH and FRUMP model the densification of fine porosity empirically^27^,

as the variability of the pore distribution in as manufactured fuel hinders a



more fundamental treatment. SLEUTH allows for the closure of coarse porosity

by hot pressing through the macroscopic creep equations. Major changes in

porosity arise from the growth of grain boundary gas bubbles as discussed

above. Equiaxed grain growth is calculated in both codes from empirical expres-

sion that include the effects of burn-up as well as temperature^ '.

An important role in the U.K. irradiation programme is played by vibro-

compacted fuel (both oxide and carbide). In particular gel-precipitated

spherical particles, used as vibro feed material, offer advantages in clean

handling and reduced operator contamination. In the past vibro fuels have

been studied using equivalent annular or solid pellet configurations in the

fuel behaviour models. Recently the problem of determining the temperature

of vibro-fuels during the early stages of irradiation has stimulated the task

of describing vibro-fuel densification and heat transfer in detail. This has

proved a difficult problem but although the models we have developed require

improvements, the main features of vibro fuel behaviour are understood. A

study has been made of the dominant sintering and hot pressing processes in

vibro fuels' '. Vibro-fuels are usually formed by compaction of a coarse

size fraction followed by infiltration with fine particles. In this way the

larger particles control the shrinkage of the fuel column. Initial neck

formation between particles occurs by microscopic mechanisms, such as grain

boundary and surface diffusion. As the necks grow larger at low temperatures

and when a compressive load is applied densification is controlled by

various creep processes. At high temperatures (>2000°C or lower if

temperature gradient effects are included) sintering is controlled by evapora-

tion and condensation. This allows necks to form between the particles,

improving the thermal conductivity, but does not produce densification. In

the low temperature domain the change in pore fraction is given by:

and

p =

(6)

(7)
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where p and pQ are the current and initial vibro-pore fraction respectively,

B is the linear thermal plus radiation creep coefficient, a is the yield

stress which may also be used to approximate dislocation creep, a,, is the

applied hydrostatic stress, R is the coarse particle radius and g and n are

geometric constants which may be used as fitting parameters to account for

packing differences, particle co-ordination and irregular particle shapes. As

the coarse particles touch, the concept of bridging radius has been introduced

which controls the minimum rate of densification in the cooler outer fuel

region^ '. The thermal conductivity during the densification is calculated by

interpolating between an empirical expression for a packed unsintered bed and

solid containing closed porosity. Allowance is also made for the reduced heat

transfer between the fuel and the clad, by choosing a value for the minimum gap,

related to the particle coarse radius.

4. Applications

4.1 Pin Life Limitations in Steady State Operation

Experience with both SLEUTH and FRUMP has shown that fuel-clad mechanical

interactions are virtually negligible for both annular and vibro fuels at 80%

smear density. This is confirmed by comparison of pin diameter change and

voidage swelling on pins irradiated in DFR. There are some just detectable

clad strains at the cool end of the pin, but our conclusion is that these are

due to irradiation creep and do not affect the useful life of the pin. Pellet-

clad interactions are more relevant to power changes which are described below.



An important factor in the life limitation of fuel pins under steady

state conditions is the role of clad loading from pressure of fission gas

released from the fuel. This has up to now not caused problems because of the

conservative design criteria used to fix plenum volumes. Recently there has

been some interest in optimising the plenum design, and this requires a more

detailed knowledge of fission gas release and pin failure. Some progress has

been made in formulating clad cumulative damage criteria for this purpose.

Clad voidage swelling may also play a role in determining pin life. In

addition to relieving clad loading from fuel mechanical interaction, the

possibility of the fuel-clad gap re-opening at high burn-up must be considered.

The conditions under which the fuel will swell to follow the clad have yet to

be determined satisfactorily.

Calculations have been performed to investigate the effect of pin smear

density on pellet-clad interaction. Certainly larger clad strains are

predicted, but these are confined to the cooler end of the pin, as has already

been discussed. There is, however, the possibility of burn-up at which the

usable void fraction within the pin is used up and a strong pellet-clad

interaction may then take place. Such a critical burn-up will depend on details

of the reactor conditions and the cladding, as it will be strongly influenced

by clad swelling. The few identifiable endurance failures in DFR were in

pins of higher smear density than the 80% value fixed for the majority of the

fuel pins (30)

3.2 Operational Power Changes

3.2.1 Cycling

Power cycling experiments on fast reactor fuel pins have been performed

in DFR and in the A.E.R.E. materials testing reactor PLUTO. Typically the

cycling was 18 hours at high power followed by 6 hours at 50 to 75% of full

power repeated about 300 times to a burn-up of 6 to 7.5%. Peak ratings ranged f|

from 130 to 200 w/g and clad temperature from 530 to 580°C. In no case has

significant extra clad straining been found attributable to the cycling.

All these experiments have been analysed using the SLEUTH code and no

significant effect on endurance was predicted; the main effect of cycling is

to cause the fuel-clad interaction stress to fluctuate over a moderate range^ '.

The MTR experiments suffer from having a large flux depression through the

pellet that is not typical of FR's but have the advantage that the clad swelling,

which is the dominant cause of dimensional changes, is eliminated. To accelerate

the experiments it is necessary to use minimal pellet-clad gaps and maximum

density fuel to minimise the incubation period before interaction commences.

Much increased damage is anticipated if the clad temperature is dropped by

>100°C as the power is raised but such experiments have not been performed in

the U.K. To obtain accumulating strains over successive cycles a mechanism is

required for the fuel to follow the clad outwards, in the SLEUTH analysis this

was attained by the expansion of the fission gas bubbles during the phase of the

cycle when the fuel is unrestrained.

An assessment was made of the value of power cycling DFR for a year prior

to its shutdown; this experiment was not proceeded with partly because both

SLEUTH and FRUMP concluded that the pin damage would not be significantly

greater than in operation at steady power.

3.2.2 Sub-Assembly Rotation

Power ramps are a well known cause of failure in water cooled reactors

where the Zircaloy clad fails in a brittle manner through stress corrosion.

Similar upratings can cause ductile failure in AGR fuel' ' particularly with

solid pellets. An additional cause of power ramping in FR's is sub-assembly

rotation, required to reduce bowing from swelling gradients. The SLEUTH code



has been used to compare the clad stresses and strains developed by power ramps

in the various systems and to define the most onerous conditions for testing.

These are:(i) significant pellet-clad interaction prior to the ramp; (ii)

a large rating increase; but (iii) a final rating sufficiently low that the fuel

pellet retains sufficient strength to resist the cladding restraint pressure.

Early uprating experiments by movement of trefoils in DFR were made at

peak ratings and so did not satisfy condition 3; later experiments have

focussed on an uprating from about 125W/g to 175 W/g. The clad stress with

annular fuel is expected to approach yield but little or no plastic strain is

imposed particularly if the rate of power rise is not very fast. The com-

pressibility of the gas bubbles in the fuel and the high creep rates in fast

reactor fuel are beneficial.

A SLEUTH analysis has been made of the EBR II solid pelletted pin FOB

which failed after an uprating at 10% burnup^ '. This pointed to a failure

mechanism due, not to the thermal expansion at the uprating but, to the

subsequent straining from gas bubble swelling as the dissolved gas becomes

mobile at the higher temperatures.

3.2.3 PFR Start-up

One problem to which FRUMP and SLEUTH has been applied and related to the

subject of power changes, is the effect of the period of low power operation

in the early part of PFR's history on the fuel when power was increased^33).

During this period of low power operation a series of calculations were

performed, making pessimistic assumptions on the size of the fuel-clad gaps,

and these indicated that if gap closure occurred at low power a rise to full

power with a ramp of 100 MW hr would raise the clad hoop stress to the yield

point and permanent strains would result, with the possible danger of associated

failures. The low power operation however, did not last long enough for gap

closure to occur after allowance is made for fuel densification and no damage f|Q

to fuel was predicted or observed.

3.3 Fuel Temperature Estimation

The principal problem in determining fuel temperature throughout the

irradiation is the estimation of the fuel-clad interfacial conductance. This

is calculated using a set of recommendations made by Bridge of Windscale in

the form of a model similar to that of Ross and Stoute. Different fuel forms

have made it necessary to adopt different values for the minimum gap and sur-

face roughnesses used. The largest uncertainties arise at high burn-up, as

the effect of fission product deposition and clad attack are not well known.

Early in the pin life the codes have variable success in calculating fuel

temperatures. Where centre thermocouple readings are available results have

been encouraging, but some examples of DFR irradiations have been found where

the observed fuel structures have not been consistent with calculated tem-

peratures. No direct evidence has been found to support cyclic radial reloca-

tion of pellet fragments in DFR irradiations. In fact there is more evidence

to suggest that temperatures are being under-estimated rather than over-

estimated.

Careful study of fuel structures in short term MTR irradiations and

observations in DFR irradiated fuel have indicated that melting occurs in

vibro fuel at lower rating than was previously expected and that the rating

limits for melting are dependent on the rate of initial power rise^34^. The

vibro-fuel model in FRUMP has been used to try to quantify these observations

and obtain criteria for irradiating vibro-fuel. The results of these calculations

confirmed the observed existence of an auto-catalytic effect, whereby the outer fuel

regions sinter to increase the fuel-clad gap raising the temperature and hence

increase the sintering rate. Calculations were performed at various rates of



power rise indicating rating limits for melting of 40 KW m at a power rise

rate of 15 KW m"1 w"1 and 48 KW m"1 at 4 KW m w"1 with upper and lower

bounds of 33 KW m"1 and 58 KW m at extremely fast and slow rise rates' '.

This indicates the extreme sensitivity of vibro-fuel structure to rise-rate.

The FRUMP calculations also confirmed the observations that after melting,

restructuring processes allow the fuel temperature to drop and evidence of

fuel melting to be removed by pore migration.

3.4 Breeder Problems

Breeder fuel in PFR resembles water reactor fuel in so far as it consists

of U0 2 rather than mixed oxide, is in the form of solid pellets about 12.5mm OD,

operates at peak ratings of about 45 W/g and has a design burn-up of about 2%.

It differs in clad material, coolant, pressure, the presence of a large fast

neutron flux and in so far as the rating increases severalfold through life

rather than decreasing. No substantial irradiation experience to design

burn-up has yet been accumulated in PFR but a pin of PFR dimensions irradiated

in DFR with enriched U0 2 to compensate for the lower flux, has failed after

an irradiation at 42 W/g to 1.25% burn-up following an irradiation at 35 W/g to

0.6% burn-up.

FRUMP calculations up to 1% burn-up with ratings rising to 30 W/g showed

no endurance problems under steady running. SLEUTH calculations showed that

as the burn-up and rating increased above these values, the fuel temperatures

and gas release increased rapidly so that the values of 45 W/g and 2% burn-up

are near the limit imposed by fuel melting and clad straining at hot spots

under the pin internal pressure. Pellet-dad interaction stresses are modest

due to a large initial gap and clad swelling^35).

The DFR uprating of a mock breeder pin has been analysed by SLEUTH. This 120

gave a mean clad loop stress at the uprating ranging from 350 MPa for a notional

1 minute ramp to 120 MPa for a ramp over 1 hour which approximates to the

actual history. This latter value is far below the fracture stress.

3.5 Advanced Fuels

The main effort in fuel behaviour analysis has been devoted to oxide fuels,

but there is a continuing interest in other fuel types in particular sodium

bonded oxy-carbide and helium bonded carbide. The former fuel has marginal

interest from the point of view of fuel modelling. The fuel is designed not to

contact the clad, have low swelling and negligible gas release. Some calculations

have been made on fuel temperatures and studies have been made of fuel cracking.

Helium bonded carbide fuel is more interesting as pellet-clad interactions are

potentially larger than for oxide fuel. In the case of pelleted fuels it was

found that fuels with maximum linear ratings ^ 5 KW m" , had gap closure delayed

until 4.5% b.U., because of the lack of significant cracking and fuel expansion.

Vibro-fuels behaved in a similar manner. Once gap closure had occurred

significant clad strains were accrued^ '. Fuels operated at linear ratings

high enough to give similar centre temperatures as oxide fuels are predicted

to give similar low pellet-clad interactions.

4. Discussion

The main use of the pin models to date has been in guiding the programme

of experimental fuel irradiations and in interpreting the post irradiation

observations. This latter task is difficult because the pin dimensional changes

are dominated by voidage swelling with its considerable intrinsic variability

while the plastic strains arising from both pellet-clad interaction and the pin

internal pressure are so small.



The PFR reference fuel design was established too long ago for computer

modelling to make a significant contribution. Pellet-clad interaction was not

thought to Impose pin design limits; the main mechanical constraint was that

100% gas release.should not impose more than 0.1% thermal creep strain in the

clad. Recently pressure for a more economical fuel with a better breeding ratio

has led to studies of the possibilities for higher burn-up, greater smear

density, thinner clad, etc. Modelling studies are useful in indicating how

far these changes can be pushed but experimental fuel irradiations are

required to fix these limits precisely enough for full advantage to be taken.

Perhaps the most important conclusion of the modelling work is that with

PFR reference fuel the possibility of a systematic failure mechanism associated

with any likely load following regime in commercial operation is remote.

This would have been very expensive to validate experimentally - for instance

the AGR fuel development programme has required prolonged power cycling of the

prototype reactor, long periods of low power operation followed by ramping ab

back to full power and a large number of power cycling experiments in reactor

loops and fuel shuffles. In consequence the operating rules for PFR, unlike

those for thermal reactors, do not contain costly restraints on the rates of

power raising or the frequency of cycling required to protect the fuel from

pellet-clad interaction failure.

Finally the codes are a necessary step in defining the operational limits

required for reactor safety in so far as they define the state of the fuel at

the start of a transient. Fuel temperature, gap conductivity, pin pressure and

the whereabouts of the fission gas retained in the fuel are all significant.

Further developments 1n this area, however, are outside the terms of reference

of this meeting.
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In the USA, the focus for theoretical fuel pin modeling is the

LIFE system. This system of codes, algorithms, criteria and

analysis guidelines is intended to provide a common basis for

communication amongst the development groups, a reference set of

analysis guidelines for design, and eventually a consensus on the

state-of-the-art for licensing. The technical objective is to pre-

dict the effect of design options on fuel pin performance limits,

which include fuel temperature, pin deformation and cladding

breach during normal operation and design basis transients.

The mechanistic approach to modeling is taken in LIFE to the

extent possible. That is, the approach is to describe the key

phenomena in sufficient detail to provide a fundamental understanding

of their synergistic effect on the fuel pin performance limits.

The program is guided technically by a working group consist-

ing of representatives of the Argonne National Laboratory, General

Atomics, General Electric, Hanford Engineering- Development Laboratory,

Rockwell International and Westinghouse, sponsored by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Energy. The function of the working group is to review
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